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1995 INTERNATIONAL ETCHELLS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

ROYAL BRIGHTON YACHT CLUB, MIDDLE BRIGHTON, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA (January

10-15) - For the second time in three years America's Cup veteran and
Olympic champion Colin Beashel won the Etchells World Championship, sailing
on his country's waters. It was in November 1993 that he first captured

sailing in the waters off Brisbane. This time he topped a

on Port Phillip Bay off Melbourne, sailing to an impressive

record. And yet he edged out second-place finisher Cameron
Ten of Australia's 12 fleets were

Hong Kong, Bermuda and Great Britain. There were no

the title,
49-boat fleet

2-2-(28)-5-8-l

Miles by only 4.4 Olympic points,

represented, as was
entries from North America.

Beashel saw this regatta as a bit different from the Brisbane Worlds.
The fact that there were varied conditions at this regatta gave a lot of

people different chances at different times," explained Beashel. "There

were plenty of opportunities to pass boats here. Brisbane was more of a

specialist regatta because of the conditions - boat speed and boat handling
were the keys there. But here in Melbourne, though boat speed is always
important, you v;ere often able to stick your nose out to a side and maybe
get something different and get back into it, or in some cases lose more.

But the opportunities were there." It was close racing, evidenced by the
numerous general recalls and the varied heat winners.

The first heat was sailed in a 15-knot northerly which faded to four

knots by the finish. Cameron Miles won, followed by Beashel and Mark

Woodland. Heat 2 was sailed in a 22-knot southerly and resulted in a win

for Frizzle Freeman who had just returned from a line honors win in the

Hobart Race skippering "Tasmania." Beashel once again took the runner-up
spot after rounding the first mark around 11th or 12th. "We actually had
reaches in that race (the only race that wasn't windward-leev/ard) because
there was enough breeze, and we moved up on the reaches to around 4th and

then v/orked our way through to 2nd on the beats," explained Beashel. Peter

Conde, current Nev/ South Wales State champion, followed in third.

The third heat was eventually postponed until the morning of the final
heat due to a large wind shift on the first beat that caused abandonment

without enough time for a resail. Heat 4 (third race sailed) was won by
Peter Chappell of the Swan River fleet with Cameron Miles second and Nigel
Bramwell in third. With three races under their belts it appeared that

Miles (1-6-2), were set for a duel. Heat 5 (fourth

the afternoon after Heat 4 and was v;on by local

Beashel (2-2-5) and

race sailed) followed in

Melbourne sailor Noel Drennan, followed by fellow fleet member Greg Melody
and Swan River's Michael Manford. Cameron Miles' sixth-place finish, two

ahead of Beashel, gave him a slightly larger edge over Beashel, but only by
3.6 Olympic points.

The resail of Heat 3 the morning prior to the final race, was the
shiftiest race and resulted in a 24th for Miles and a 28th for Beashel.
think

13th,
them.

other

shift

Britain's

Freeman and local Melbourne sailor Gary Sheard.

I
Cameron was 4th

recalled Beashel.

It died out

side and were actually 3rd around the bottom mark. But a 30-degree
up the second beat put us back a v/ays and that was that." Great

Adam Gosling's took the bullet in this heat, follov/ed by Frizzle
(continued)

around the top mark and we were probably 12th or
Then on the run we got around almost all of

to one side of the track and we held pressure on the

ff n
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Going into the

drops, Miles still
Beashel tells it,

get around the top mark

second beat, we were able to open up quite a substantial lead on the fleet
and Cameron moved into second. If Cameron was to finish second, which it

looked like he would, he would win. Up the beat to the finish, however, we

managed to hurt him a little bit and two people were able to get around

him, giving us the overall win.

Without a doubt it was a good close challenging series and Beashel and

crew hope to test their mettle once again by attempting to defend their

title in England in the summer of 1996 if their Olympic effort enables them

to. In the meantime they'll continue sailing Etchells on Sydney Harbour

for "it's the best racing we can get in Australia.

final heat, counting this resail of Heat 3 as their

a  3.6 Olympic point advantage over Beashel. As
We both started down the leeward end and were able to

1st (Beashel) and 3rd (Miles). On the run and

had
IT
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IT

(28) 5

David Giles, Richard Uechtritz (Sydney)

(24) 2

Colin Beashel 2 2

Cameron Miles 1 6

30.08 11. AUS 372

34.46 42. AUS 333

James Mayjor, Chris Links (Pittwater)

Peter Chappell (412 2) 1

Graham Johnson, Stuart Skiggs (Swan River)

(PMS) 9

Morris Levitzke, Richard Rawell (Swan River)

(21) 9

Michael Manford 16 7

Peter Conde 11 3

Brian Hillier, Myles Baron-Hay (Brisbane)
Ian Walker

5

16 8 47

4 6 47.73. AUS 359

58.73 24. AUS 349

13 3 62.45. AUS 358

(DNS) 11 74.06. AUS 313

Stephen Jackson, Wayne Johnstone (Melbourne)
(32) 8Noel Drennan 11

John Michaelis, Nick Williams (Melbourne)
Graham Freeman

Ed McCarthy, Steven Jarvin (Sydney)
Ian Brown

Bill Brown, Ernie Lawrence (Sydney)

(42) 19

(DN29 1 2

(2114 4 6

Adam Gosling 1 20

David Hewlett, George Skuqdas (Cowes)

29 1 5 76.07. AUS 345

S) 20 77.078. AUS 338

) 12 15 78.79. AUS 373

13 10 86.010.GBR 94

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: International Etchells Class Executive

Secretary, Pamela P. Smith, HCR 33 Box 30, Bass Harbor, ME 04653.
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